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Uncertainty

Why is uncertainty important?

Agents (and humans) don’t know everything,

but need to make decisions anyways!

Decisions are made in the absence of information,

or in the presence of noisy information (sensor readings)

The best an agent can do:
know how uncertain it is, and act accordingly



Probability: Frequentist vs. Bayesian

Frequentist view:
probability of heads = # of heads / # of flips
probability of heads this time = probability of heads (history)
Uncertainty is ontological: pertaining to the world

Bayesian view:
probability of heads this time = agent’s belief about this event
belief of agent A : based on previous experience of agent A
Uncertainty is epistemological: pertaining to knowledge



Probability: Bayesian

Bayesian probability
all else being equal :

before 2 flips
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Probability: Bayesian

Bayesian probability
all else being equal :

after 2 flips tails,tails



Probability: Bayesian

Should you wear your seatbelt?
estimate P(fatality) given you do/don’t wear it
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Should you wear your seatbelt?
estimate P(fatality) given you do/don’t wear it

Bayesian:



Features

Describe the world in terms of a set of states: {s1, s2, ...., sN}

or, as the product of a set of features
(also known as attributes or random variables)

Number of states = 2number of binary features

Features describe the state space in a factored form.

state → factorize → feature values



Probability Measure

if X is a random variable (feature, attribute),
it can take on values x , where x ∈ Domain(X )
Assume x is discrete

P(x) is the probability that X = x
joint probability P(x, y) is the

probability that X = x and Y = y at the same time

Joint probability distribution:



Axioms of Probability

Axioms are things we have to assume about probability:

P(X ) ≥ 0∑
x P(X = x) = 1.0

P(a ∨ b) = P(a) + P(b) if a and b are contradictory

Some notes:

probability between 0-1 is purely convention

P(a) = 0 means a is definitely false

P(a) = 1 means a is definitely true

0 < P(a) < 1 means you have belief about the truth of a. It
does not mean that a is true to some degree, just that you
are ignorant of its truth value.

Probability = measure of ignorance



Independence

describe a system with n features: 2n − 1 probabilities

Use independence to reduce number of probabilities

e.g. radially symmetric dartboard, P(hit a sector)

P(sector) = P(r , θ) where r = 1, . . . , 4 and θ = 1, . . . , 8.

32 sectors in total - need to give 31 numbers
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Conditional Probability

if X and Y are random variables, then

P(x |y) is the probability that X = x given that Y = y .

e.g.
P(flies|is bird) is different than P(flies)
P(flies|isnt a penguin, is bird) is different again

incorporate independence:
P(flies|is bird , has feathers) = P(flies|is bird)

Product rule:
P(flies, is bird) = P(flies|is bird)P(is bird)
P(flies, is bird) = P(is bird |flies)P(flies)
leads to : Bayes’ rule
P(is bird |flies) = P(flies|is bird)P(is bird)

P(flies)



Belief Networks

Bayesian network or belief network

Directed Acyclic graph

Encodes independencies in a graphical format

Edges give P(Xi |parents(Xi ))

Test A

CancerMalfunction

Report

Database

Test B



Correlation and Causality

Directed links in Bayes’ net ≈ causal

However, this is not always the case:
Monday burnt toast snowing
Tuesday burnt toast snowing

Wednesday normal toast sunny

snowstorm → burnt toast or
burnt toast → snowstorm?



Correlation and Causality

Year Election Result Redskins Opponent Redskins Incumbent works?
win? elected?

2008 Obama def. McCain 6 Pittsburgh 23 lose lose yes

2004 Bush def. Kerry 14 Green Bay 28 lose keep no*

2000 Bush def. Gore 21 Tennessee 27 lose lose yes

1996 Clinton def. Dole 31 Indianapolis 16 win keep yes

1992 Clinton def. Bush 7 NY Giants 24 lose lose yes

1988 Bush def. Dukakis 27 New Orleans 24 win keep yes

1984 Reagan def. Mondale 27 Atlanta 14 win keep yes

1980 Reagan def. Carter 14 Minnesota 39 lose lose yes

1976 Carter def. Ford 7 Dallas 20 lose lose yes

1972 Nixon def. McGovern 35 New York Jets 17 win keep yes

1968 Nixon def. Humphrey 13 Minnesota 27 lose lose yes

1964 Johnson def. Goldwater 21 Philadelphia 10 win keep yes

1960 Kennedy def. Nixon 10 Cleveland 31 lose lose yes

1956 Eisenhower def. Stevenson 17 Chicago 14 win keep yes

1952 Eisenhower def. Stevenson 23 Pittsburgh 24 lose lose yes

1948 Truman def. Dewey 51 Boston Yanks 21 win keep yes

1944 Roosevelt def. Dewey 42 Chi-Pitt 20 win keep yes

1940 Roosevelt def. Willkie 37 Pittsburgh 10 win keep yes



Independence assumptions

Test A

CancerMalfunction

Report

Database

Test B

Test B depends on Cancer and Malfunction

Test A depends only on Cancer

Report depends only on Test B

Database depends only on Report



Three Basic Bayesian Networks
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Three Basic Bayesian Networks

is observed
independent if Report

Database and Test B
Report

Database

Test B



Three Basic Bayesian Networks

is observed

Test B and Test A are

independent if Cancer

Test A

Cancer

Test B



Three Basic Bayesian Networks

is not observed

independent if Test B

Malfunction and Cancer are

CancerMalfunction

Test B



Three Basic Bayesian Networks

Test A

CancerMalfunction

Report

Database

Test B



Näıve Bayes classifier

Predict class C based on attributes Ai

Parameters:

θ = P(C = true)

θi1 = P(Ai = true|C = true)

θi2 = P(Ai = true|C = false)

Assumption: Ai s are independent given C .



Updating belief: Bayes’ Rule

Agent has a prior belief in a hypothesis, h, P(h),

Agent observes some evidence e
that has a likelihood given the hypothesis: P(e|h).

The agent’s posterior belief about h after observing e, P(h|e),

is given by Bayes’ Rule:

P(h|e) =
P(e|h)P(h)

P(e)
=

P(e|h)p(h)∑
h P(e|h)P(h)



Why is Bayes’ theorem interesting?

Often you have causal knowledge:
P(symptom | disease)
P(light is off | status of switches and switch positions)
P(alarm | fire)

P(image looks like | a tree is in front of a car)

and want to do evidential reasoning:
P(disease | symptom)
P(status of switches | light is off and switch positions)
P(fire | alarm).

P(a tree is in front of a car | image looks like )



Probabilistic Inference
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Before you get any information

P(Cancer) = 0.32

P(Malfunction) = 0.08
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Suppose the doctor reads a positive Test B in the Database
so the evidence gives Database=true (not directly Test B= true)
we want to know P(Cancer = true|Database = true)

P(Cancer = true|Database = true) = 0.80

P(Malfunction = true|Database = true) = 0.14



Probabilistic Inference
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Suppose Test A is positive as well
we want P(Cancer = true|Database = true ∧ TestA = true)

P(Cancer = true|Database = true ∧ TestA = true) = 0.95

P(Malfunction = true|Database = true ∧ TestA = true) =
0.08



Probabilistic Inference
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Suppose Test A is negative, though!
we want P(Cancer = true|Database = true ∧ TestA = false)

P(Cancer = true|Database = true ∧ TestA = false) = 0.48

P(Malfunction = true|Database = true ∧ TestA = false) =
0.27



Constructing belief networks

To represent a domain in a belief network, you need to consider:

What are the relevant variables?
I What will you observe?
I What would you like to find out (query)?
I What other features make the model simpler?

What values should these variables take?

What is the relationship between them? This should be
expressed in terms of local influence.

How does the value of each variable depend on its parents?
This is expressed in terms of the conditional probabilities.



Occam’s Razor

e.g. from MacKay
www.inference.phy.cam.ac.uk/mackay/itila/book.html
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Occam’s Razor



Maximum Likelihood learning

ML learning of Bayes net parameters:

θV =true,pa(V )=v = P(V = true|pa(V ) = v)

θV =true,pa(V )=v =
number with (V = true ∧ pa(V ) = v)

number with pa(V ) = V

But what if some variable values are missing?



Incomplete Data

So far:
I values of all attributes are known
I learning is easy

But many real-world problems have hidden variables (aka

latent variables)
I Incomplete data
I Values of some attributes missing

Incomplete data → unsupervised learning



Clustering / Unsupervised Learning

1. Ignore hidden variables

2. Ignore records with missing values
I does not work with true latent variables



Missing Data

You cannot just ignore missing data unless you know it is
missing at random.

Often missing data is not missing at random, and the reason
it is missing is correlated with something of interest.

For example: data in a clinical trial to test a drug may be
missing because:

I the patient dies,
I the patient dropped out because of severe side effects,
I they dropped out because they were better, or
I the patient had to visit a sick relative.

— ignoring some of these may make the drug look better or
worse than it is.

In general you need to model why data is missing.



Expectation-Maximization Algorithm

4. If we knew the missing values, computing hML would be easy
again!
EM:

1. Guess hML

2. iterate:

I expectation : based on hML, compute expectation of missing
values

I maximization : based on expected missing values, compute
new estimate of hML



Probability and Time

A node repeats over time

explicit encoding of time

Chain has length = amount of time you want to model

Event-driven times or Clock-driven times

e.g. Markov chain



Markov assumption

P(St+1|S1, . . . ,St) = P(St+1|St)

This distribution gives the dynamics of the Markov chain



Hidden Markov Models (HMMs)

Add: observations Ot and
observation function P(Ot |St)
Given a sequency of observations O1, . . . ,Ot , can estimate
filtering:

P(St |O1, . . . ,Ot)

or smoothing, for k < t

P(Sk |O1, . . . ,Ot)



Speech Recognition

Most well known application of HMMs
Observations: audio features
States: phonemes
Dynamics: models e.g. co-articulation
HMMs: words
Can build hierarchical models (e.g. sentences)



Information Theory

a bit is a binary digit: 0 or 1

n bits can distinguish n items

can do better by taking probabilities into account

Example:
distinguish {a, b, c , d} with
P(a) = 0.5,P(b) = 0.25,P(c) = P(d) = 0.125
If we encode

a:00 b:01 c:10: d:11
uses on average
2 bits
but if we encode

a:0 b:10 c:110 d:111
uses on average

P(a)× 1 + P(b)× 2 + P(c)× 3 + P(d)× 3 =

1.75 bits



Information Theory

In general, need −log2 P(x) bits to encode x

Each symbol requires on average

−P(x) log2 P(x) bits

To transmit an entire sequence distributed according to P(x),
we need on average∑

x

−P(x) log2 P(x) bits

of information per symbol we wish to transmit

information content or entropy of the sequence


